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RUSSIAN AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE: TEACHING READING

Akhmedov B.Y.
RCPPKRNO of Bukhara region,
Associate Professor of the Department "Methods of Teaching Languages",
b.axmedov51@mail.ru

Abstract. Reading is one of the types of speech activity associated with the perception and comprehension of written speech. However, reading contributes to the development of all types of speech activity. We rely on reading in the development and improvement of listening and speaking skills, in teaching students writing.

Reading helps to improve the skills of understanding oral and written speech. For this purpose, such types of exercises are carried out as dividing the text read to oneself or aloud into semantic segments, finding a given semantic segment in the text, drawing up a plan, asking questions about the content, and some others.

Reading is a receptive type of speech activity, in which the following components act in interaction:

1) perception of the graphic form of the word,
2) pronunciation of a word,
3) reading comprehension.

The purpose of reading is to extract information from the printed text in accordance with the communicative setting. Reading is characterized by the mechanism of anticipation (probabilistic forecasting, anticipation) - the ability to correctly guess a word, a phrase by their individual elements.

The “Curriculum for the Russian language of schools of general secondary education with Uzbek and other languages of instruction” [1] lists the skills that
students of national schools should master.

Depending on the specifics of the text and the communicative attitude, the following types of reading are distinguished:

1) viewing (establishing a general idea of the content of the text);
2) search (viewing the text to find information known from other sources),
3) fact-finding (obtaining a general idea on the issue of interest),
4) studying (full and accurate understanding of the content of the text and critical reflection on it).

At the Russian language lessons in the Uzbek school, work is being done to develop the skills of reading aloud and to oneself. These types of reading perform various communicative functions: reading to oneself makes it possible to obtain information from the text, and reading aloud - to receive and transmit it to listeners.

At the initial stage, reading aloud is the main one, it allows students to master the sound system of the Russian language, and gives the teacher the opportunity to control the correctness of reading, correct mistakes, achieve a clear pronunciation of difficult sounds, words, etc.

In the traditional methodology, the following requirements are imposed on the quality of reading: 1) correctness, 2) consciousness, 3) fluency, 4) expressiveness.

Correct reading is connected with the observance of the basic norms of the Russian literary language. To develop correct reading skills, it is necessary to systematically exercise students in the pronunciation of difficult sounds, words and grammatical forms.

Consciousness of reading means a complete understanding of the meaning of the text by students, which is achieved if they have a sufficient supply of actively learned vocabulary.

Reading fluency depends on the speed of recognition of the graphic image of the word. This is a reading that does not diverge from understanding. Reading fluency is related to the speed of reading, which depends on the nature of the text and installation
on the degree of completeness of understanding.

Expressiveness is the highest level of reading quality, it contributes to a deeper understanding of the content of the text and is possible only on the basis of correct and fluent reading.

Expressive reading means understanding the author's intention, the ability to convey shades of thoughts and feelings expressed in the text.

For expressive reading, you can use the following means:
1) acceleration and deceleration (fast - slow);
2) strengthening and weakening of the voice (louder - quieter);
3) raising and lowering the tone (higher - lower);
4) the use of plastic means (facial expressions, gestures, etc.).

The task of the school is to develop in students the technique of reading, to teach them to understand what they read, to instill in them a love and interest in reading. At the same time, it is very important that the teacher himself always read expressively.

It is necessary to ensure that students read as much as possible, memorize poetic and prose texts, observing the following elementary requirements: read as you speak; read simply and naturally; read in your own voice; pronounce words clearly; learn to read by roles; etc.

To develop speaking skills and abilities, memorization and expressive reading of poems and small sections of a prose text are used, as well as asking questions and answering questions on the text read, a detailed and brief retelling of what has been read, compiling dialogues on the text.

For the development of monologue speech, the informative side of the texts being read is of great importance. Therefore, for the development of monologue speech, it is advisable to involve stylistically neutral texts of a descriptive and narrative nature with a clear storyline, texts that make it possible to continue the plot, supplement it with some details, develop it in a different direction, etc. Emotionally colored texts with a rapidly developing plot are more suitable for work on the
The development of dialogic speech.

The development of writing skills also begins with the formation of the ability to answer questions in writing on a text that has been read or listened to. Directly related to reading are such types of work as presentation, review of the book read, annotation, etc.

Reading contributes to the implementation of the links between teaching the Russian language and the course of literary reading and Russian literature, which also contributes to a more successful mastery of Russian speech.

The understanding of what was listened to can be judged, for example, by the student’s story, by his answers to questions, by whether he can choose the correct answers to the questions posed among a series of data, convey facts that are directly related to the expression of the main idea of the text, etc.

As you move from class to class, it is necessary to complicate the texts themselves and the conditions of listening. In grade IV, students are offered texts entirely on the studied material; in subsequent grades, unfamiliar words are included in the texts so that students understand them in the proposed context. The complication of the conditions will also consist in leading students to listening to speech without visual support, to the perception of the speech of different people.

Reading skills are assessed in terms of correctness, fluency, expressiveness and reading comprehension. To this end, the teacher observes the reading of students, and also finds out how students master the skills of working with text. Text skills are taken into account with the help of students’ answers to questions and posing questions to the text, highlighting the main idea and heading individual parts of the text, consistent retelling of the content. The teacher checks reading skills to himself by talking about the content and retelling the read text by the students.
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